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Get involved

Just type your 
question in chat on 
the right and click 
send.
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Automation will happen
Make sure you turn it into an opportunity!



The contracting 
lifecycle: 

Operational

• Define - oversee development and define 
responsibilities and authorities within the 
contracting process

• Develop - establish standard clauses / 
options and templates based on policies, 
practices and market strategies / 
requirements

• Maintain - monitor issues, undertake 
research, propose improvements, update 
process or standards for shifts in internal or 
external conditions

• Equip - ensure suitable tools, training for 
those performing activities within process

• Analytics - undertake regular reporting on 
effectiveness of process in supporting 
business goals and priorities



• Evaluate - identify contract model required to 
support specific bid or proposal OR review counter-
party proposed terms for acceptability (determine go 
/ no-go)

• Approve - evaluate non-standards and 
interdependencies (e.g. subcontractors, related 
contracts, resources); engage stakeholders required 
for review and approval

• Draft - prepare required transactional documents or 
variations to standard

• Negotiate - establish strategy, fall-backs, trade off; 
seek to reach consensus (go / no-go); redraft as 
required

• Implement - communicate signed agreement and 
obligations to all affected parties

• Manage - oversee and report on performance; handle 
claims, disputes; negotiate and record changes

• Close - manage termination or renewal, identify 
continuing obligations

The contracting 
lifecycle: 

Transactional



Grasp the opportunity to 
streamline your process

Simplicity. Flow. Speed.



WHAT CAN EFFECTIVE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS ?

EFFICIENCY VISIBILITY COMPLIANCE CONTROL 
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TIM -There are 4 primary advantages to be gained from bringing on a robust contract management process to your business.1.Greater efficiency and productivitya.Moving to an automated contract management solution eliminates labor-intensive, manual processes, and streamlines and integrates procedures around contract creation, storage and management. Moving contracts to a state-of-the-art, automated interface leads to better standardization and consistency, while cutting contract creation time in half. Integrated workflows, alerts and notifications, and templates further reduce administrative load and significantly shorten contract cycles, reducing the contract negotiation cycle by up to 50%, and overall contract cycles by as much as 60%.2.Increased visibilitya.With the conversion to a single, searchable, electronic contract repository, your company will gain visibility into all contracts. This means that the diverse  information within each contract can be viewed at any time, and that you can search for and act upon that information quickly.3.Effective compliance to manage and reduce riska.A contract management platform can go a long way in shoring up compliance and reducing risk. A robust, well-implemented CLM helps your critical operational requirements and stay in compliance with HIPAA, SOX, GLB, GDPR, ASC 606 and much more.4.Increased controla.This is a big one. For Legal teams, control is a necessary element in ensuring visibility into all contracts, in enforcing policy, and in minimizing risk. Your company needs control over how contracts are created, shared, managed and stored to optimize contract performance.All of these are super important and can help teams get on track with their contracting.



Contract Management Maturity

Optimization

Integrations

Creation, Workflow, & Negotiation

Reports & Analytics

Repository1

2

3

4

5
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TIMExperts in this area often talk about a capability maturity model. In other words, to what depth has an organization adopted contract management processes and systems. The main reason is that the benefits are larger in a deeper implementation.  It is great to have an inspiring goal for your contract management project. But focus on ways to make steps to get there.1. Repository. All contracts in one location. Cut costs of finding agreements and managing renewals.This is a fairly common starting place.2. Reports and analytics. Identify duplicates, conflicts, obligations, and rights. 3. Creation, Workflow, Negotiation. consistent drafting, routing, tracking, and comparison. Improve compliance, reduce cycle times, reduce risk, identify cycle times and bottlenecks4. Integrations. improve data flow, reduce data entry effort, eliminate errors, improve compliance5. Optimization. refining across all types and flows. Entire life cycle is instrumented. Additional automation and intelligence in processes.Strive to reach a stage 5 in your organization and keep this in mind as we discuss our later slides.



Service systems are value co-creation configurations

Spohrer and Maglio, “The Emergence of Service Science,” 2008.
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It is about outcomes, not features or tools.



The 5 Stages of a CLM Implementation

Continued Optimization

Implementation & Roll Out

Creating a Business Case

Research

Planning1

2

3

4

5



Planning

1



BEDROCK SWAMP

You know where you are.

You know where you are going.

You know how to get there.

You don’t know where you are.

You aren’t sure where you are going.

You don’t know how to get there.
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How ready is your organization?
● Understand and document your pain points, requirements, key success factors. 

○ Work with an internal or external consultant to assess your current reality and unique needs
○ Understand your constraints and “bottlenecks” and hassles
○ Find the difference that will make the greatest difference

● Make sure the people who benefit from the project are identified and involved. 
○ Know your stakeholders and get them involved early. Make sure your team includes Decision Makers, 

Subject Matter Experts, Project Managers, and System Admins who are empowered, knowledgeable, 
capable, decisive, available, committed and supported by top leadership

○ Get an executive sponsor!

● Design your processes in coordination with your “service system” configuration.

● Make sure you are funded so you can carry out the entire project.



Research

2



Know about upcoming regulations 
that will affect your business.

GDPR ASC 
606

IFRS 
15
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TimOne of the biggest tips we can give you is to know about all the upcoming regulations and use them to your advantage. For example. The three biggest areas for concern are GDPR, IFRS 15 and ASC 606. GDPR being probably the biggest for European countries. The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a new EU regulation that replaces the 1995 EU Data Protection Directive (European Directive 95/46/EC). It strengthens the rights that EU individuals have over their data and creates a uniform data protection law across Europe. The new international revenue standards IFRS 15 and ASC 606 are coming, and they will affect all businesses across the board. If you are like most of us, you may have heard part of the story, but still have some uncertainty as to all the details. It might not be totally clear what the implications of these measures will be, or what steps to take in order to become fully compliant.When?IFRS 15 will go into effect on January 1, 2018. ASC 606 goes into effect for public companies on January 1, 2018, and on January 1, 2019 for private companies.Why?The regulation’s purpose is to standardize how companies recognize revenue from contracts.  It affects almost all entities and contracts with customers that are related to revenue from those contracts. Goals:•	International alignment on how companies recognize revenue from contracts with customers•	It affects the full process starting with contracts, through pricing, quotes, orders and ending with revenue recognitionThe new standards require companies to recognize revenue according to a 5-step modelWho?IFRS 15 and ASC 606 were issued jointly to create a robust global framework to standardize and simplify revenue recognition practices from contracts with customers.The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) establishes international standards of practice and is the authority behind the International Financial Reporting Standards, including the new IFRS 15. In the United States, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued the ASC 606: Revenue from Contracts with Customers standard, jointly with IFRS 15.Regional implications & differencesIFRS 15 is an international standard, and will be implemented with consistency across many regions. In Australia, the law is called AASB 15, but has the same provisions. The EU has adopted an effective date for the standards that matches the ones set out in the IFRS 15. The standards will also come into effect on January 1, 2018, in the UK.While the standards are essentially the same, there are some key differences between IFRS 15 and ASC 606. The differences include the areas of: collectability threshold, noncash consideration, intellectual property licensing, shipping and handling, sales tax issues, interim disclosure requirements, definition of a completed contract, and practical expedients at transition to the new standard to ease application.



What affects your organization?
What is in your control and what is not?

Know the CLM landscape and what each vendor can do: 

● Standard functionality - workflows, contract creation, standard reporting and 
searching

● Functionality to look for - advanced analytics, advanced clause management, 
machine learning

This is where project plan and the CMM will really come into play. 

Can your organization be agile enough to experiment and learn before going 
through a lengthy RFP process?



Creating a Business Case
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Roll out an internal business case
● Define your qualitative and quantitative business outcomes - clear metrics.

● Use solid project management disciplines throughout the implementation and rollout.

● Include planning, timeline and resource management, and status reporting. 

● Use a pilot and a phased implementation by functionality, organization, contract types, functional scope, or 
any combination of these.

● Work to an efficient and effective implementation plan to realize immediate and sustained benefits from the 
software. Then focus on expanding.

● Executive sponsorship!
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Outcome Metrics
● Better, Faster, Cheaper

● Increase Revenue, Decrease Costs

● Slywotzky Imperatives for knowledge worker productivity:
○ Move from guessing what customers want to knowing their needs
○ Move from getting information in lag time to getting it in real time
○ Move from burdening talent with low-value work to gaining high talent leverage

● Reduce calendar time, cycle time, process time
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Implementation & Roll Out
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What is the driving business benefit?
● Learn from IACCM and other customers about their original plans and actual results.

○ Preferred Hotels found a surprise result with missed billings.

● Assess, Assess, Assess
○ Including planning, timeline and resource management, and status reporting. 

● Be agile!
○ Use a real pilot (not a conference room pilot) to implement a little and learn a little and a phased 

implementation by functionality, organization, contract types, functional scope, or any combination of 
these.

● Work to an efficient and effective implementation to realize immediate and sustained benefits from the 
software. Then focus on expanding.



Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management
It is about the integrations!

Buy Side Customer Sell Side 



Customer factors in sell-side implementation success

Likelihood of Contracts Implementation “Success” HighLow

Executive sponsor

Project team of stakeholder depts.

Low-skilled Salesforce Admin Skilled Salesforce admin and developers

New to DocGen

No project sponsor

New to Salesforce

DocGen “fluent”

Healthy Salesforce and CPQ user

Single dept. Initiative 

One person attends kickoff/
No team named

Full team attends kickoff

Comprehensive
CLM process and vision

No contract process 
or vision

No Product Owner Assigned Domain Expert Owner Assigned

No project manager Domain expert assigned PM



Continued Optimization

5
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Propel your business forward

● Audits. Regular reviews will help you confirm your design of processes and implementation are 

working.This is also a good way to find areas to optimize. Use standard system reviews and reports. Your 
initial implementation should have checkpoints to review results of these audits and create action plans.

● Actively manage your system. Stay tuned to how people are using the 

system and what impacts you find. Engage with your internal and vendor user group for best practices. Keep 
an eye on new releases. Refine your configuration and implementation as you proceed.



Third & fourth waves of 
product capability sets

• First & second waves 
still ebbing 

• New leaders emerging

Shift to sales contracts and 
enterprise

• ERP integration

• Integrating to CRM

Documents as carriers of 
data in business processes

• Intelligent creation

• Intelligent parsing

Manage and instrument 
workflow and contract 
elements

• Fuel for better deal-
making practices and 
policies

Roadmap focus
• Speed to value
• Ease of use
• Process enablement
• Intelligence
• Analytics

What is your vendor’s strategy context?
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An easy-to-use, modern eSignature solution built for Salesforce users. 
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See Immediate Business Results

Velocity Visibility Control
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Service systems are value co-creation configurations

Spohrer and Maglio, “The Emergence of Service Science,” 2008.
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Thank You!
info@getconga.com

US: 303 465 1616
EMEA: +44 (0) 203 608 0165

APAC: +61 2 8417 2399
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